Impaired sensory processing in male patients with schizophrenia: a magnetoencephalographic study of auditory mismatch detection.
The generation of mismatch negativity (MMN) as a component of auditory evoked event-related brain potentials has been reported previously to be severely disturbed in patients with schizophrenia. In the present study, we extended these findings to magnetoencephalography and investigated the neuromagnetic mismatch field (MMNm) in 15 male schizophrenic inpatients as compared to 16 healthy male volunteers. A standard tone of 1000 Hz and three different types of mismatch (1050-Hz tone, 5000-Hz tone, tone omission) were employed within the same paradigm, each mismatch occurring with a 10% pseudorandom probability. After correction for eye artifacts, the mean global field power of the mismatch reaction was calculated. Mismatch generation in patients with schizophrenia proved to be significantly impaired for all three conditions. This result confirms the theory of impaired auditory information processing in patients with schizophrenia at the level of the primary auditory cortex. Deficient generation of MMNm probably represents an impaired generation and/or faster decay of the sensory memory trace on the basis of disturbed sensory processing in male patients with schizophrenia.